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The Willingness to Pay for Editing

Abstract

We propose a new theoretical framework to study the editing phase in the decision-making process.

Our model combines hedonic editing with the assumption that some editing rules are too demanding

and thus unfeasible for some decision makers. To capture how constrained decision makers are, we

introduce the notion of willingness to pay for editing, which decreases when the set of feasible editing

rules becomes larger. An experiment in the context of repeated choices shows that the willingness

to pay for segregation is zero, while it is strictly positive for aggregation. Moreover, the willingness

to pay for editing is generally higher for slightly sophisticated decision makers compared to highly

sophisticated decision makers.
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1 Introduction

Normative models of decision making assume that decision makers evaluate their choice alternatives

according to their payoff distributions. However, there is growing experimental and empirical evidence

showing that decision makers mentally transform payoff distributions to simplify their choice problem.

To capture this observation, prospect theory (PT) of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) distinguishes two

distinct phases in the choice process: an initial phase where choice alternatives are edited, the so-called

editing phase, and a subsequent phase where edited choices are evaluated, the so-called evaluation phase.

In the editing phase, decision makers mentally organize and reformulate their choice alternatives to sim-

plify their decision problem. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) define the editing phase as a “preliminary

analysis of the ordered prospects, which often yields to a different representation of these prospects”,

while the evaluation phase is the successive phase where people evaluate edited prospects and choose

the one with the highest value. As a matter of fact, the payoff distributions of edited prospects often

differ from those of the original choice alternatives people faced.

The literature on editing has mainly focused on two editing rules, i.e., segregation and aggregation.

In the context of choices between bundles of alternatives, segregation occurs when each alternative in

the bundle is independently evaluated from the others. By contrast, aggregation occurs when the payoffs

from the alternatives in the bundle are summed up together and only the overall payoff distribution is

evaluated. Experimental results on editing are mixed. For example, Kahneman and Lovallo (1993) show

that people tend to consider each choice as unique, i.e., they segregate. On the other hand, Samuelson

(1963) and Redelmeier and Tversky (1992) find that the acceptance rate for n independent draws of a

lottery is higher than the acceptance rate for the lottery considered alone, suggesting that people do not

segregate. However, when the overall aggregated distribution is displayed, the acceptance rate increases

further compared to the case of n independent draws, an evidence against aggregation.

Benartzi and Thaler (1999) show that when the overall distribution of repeated plays with a posi-

tive expected value is displayed, people tend to like it more. For example, in a portfolio choice context,

Benartzi and Thaler (1995) argue that stocks are more attractive to loss averters with longer eval-

uation periods, because they only assess the long-term aggregated payoff distribution. By contrast,

loss averters with shorter evaluation periods tend to segregate short-term payoffs from the overall ag-

gregated distribution, and thus are more frequently confronted with losses. Therefore, loss averters

with shorter evaluation periods require a higher risk premium to hold stocks. Indeed, Benartzi and

Thaler (1995) shows that loss aversion combined with segregation of short-term payoffs (what they call

myopic loss aversion) successfully solves the equity premium puzzle. Klos, Weber, and Weber (2005)

provide evidence that people seem to be unable to correctly infer the outcome aggregated distribution of

repeated-play of a lottery, to the point that they suggest, as Benartzi and Thaler (2002), that decision
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makers should be provided with the overall distribution.

The most prominent theoretical contribution to editing is the hedonic editing hypothesis of Thaler

(1985), which states that people edit choice alternatives in a way that yields the highest perceived value.

In the context of multiple independent draws of a lottery, Langer and Weber (2001) apply cumulative

prospect theory (CPT) of Tversky and Kahneman (1992) to show that for some lotteries segregation

leads to edited choices that look more attractive compared to aggregation, while for other lotteries the

opposite applies. The experimental results of Langer and Weber (2001) support this prediction, i.e.,

it is shown that the acceptance rate for n independent draws of the lottery is higher or lower than

the acceptance rate for the overall aggregated distribution depending on the risk profile of the lottery.

However, the results also show that even for lotteries where aggregation leads to edited choices that look

more attractive compared to segregation, the acceptance rates for n independent draws remain closer

to those of segregation, implying that subjects do not apply hedonic editing, but tend to segregate in

all cases.

The main goal of this paper is to propose a new theoretical framework to study editing rules. Our

framework combines the hedonic editing hypothesis of Thaler (1985) with the additional assumption

that editing comports a cognitive effort or, more generally, a cost. Therefore, some editing rules are

unfeasible for some decision makers, despite these might lead to edited choice alternatives that yield a

higher value. Our theoretical model predicts that the hedonic editing hypothesis holds among feasible

editing rules, i.e., those with an affordable effort or cost. However, when the effort or cost to edit

according to a rule is too high, the decision maker deviates from hedonic editing and applies simpler

rules, despite these might lead to edited choice alternatives with lower values. Our theoretical framework

also suggests that, in some cases, decision makers could benefit from having choice alternatives edited

according to an (for them) unfeasible rule that yields a higher value. In this case, we define the notion

of willingness to pay for editing and show that, in our model, it decreases when the set of feasible rules

becomes larger, i.e., the willingness to pay for editing is lower for more sophisticated decision makers.

To test our theoretical predictions we run an experiment, which focuses on editing of 2 independent

draws of two-outcome lotteries. We consider segregation and aggregation and show that the willingness

to pay for segregation is generally close to zero, while the willingness to pay for aggregation is strictly

positive, implying that aggregation is generally unfeasible. Moreover, we also find that for highly

sophisticated subjects, the willingness to pay for aggregation is lower than for slightly sophisticated

subjects, consistently with our prediction. Finally, we also find that the willingness to pay for editing

depends on the risk profile of the choice alternatives. Specifically, for 2 independent draws of a lottery,

the willingness to pay for aggregation is generally larger when the lottery has high losses with small

probabilities compared to when it has large gains with moderate probabilities.

Our contribution to the literature on editing is twofold. First, our theoretical framework allows to
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study editing beyond the use of acceptance rates. Indeed, the notion of willingness to pay allows to

quantify decision makers’ preferences and thus to also measure how much their editing is affected by

their subjective cost (e.g., cognitive effort) to edit. Second, we add an important factor needed for the

understanding of editing, i.e., decision makers’ skills or levels of sophistication, because some editing

rules require a higher effort and thus might be unfeasible for decision makers with lower sophistication.

This additional factor could explain why previous literature found mixed results on segregation and

aggregation, as also in our paper we see significative differences between highly and slightly sophisticated

decision makers.

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our new theoretical framework

to study editing and provides the foundation for the experimental methodology. Section 3 describes the

experimental design, while Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 concludes.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Editing Process

Let X be a set of probability distributions on R. For n ≥ 1, we consider the problem of a decision

maker who faces the choice between two n-tuples X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and X′ = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
n), where

Xi, X
′
i ∈ X for i = 1, . . . , n. For example, X = (X1, . . . , Xn) could be “playing at the same time

lotteries X1, . . . , Xn” and X′ = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
n) “playing at the same time lotteries X ′1, . . . , X

′
n”. Al-

ternatively, X = (X1, . . . , Xn) could be the sequence of annual log-returns on stocks for n years and

X′ = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
n) the sequence of annual log-returns on bonds for n years, and the decision maker

with an investment horizon of n years has to chose between a stock portfolio and a bond portfolio. The

set of n-tuples X = (X1, . . . , Xn) is denoted by Xn.

If correctly aggregated, the payoffs of n-tuples X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and X′ = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
n) are X1 +

· · ·+Xn and X ′1 + · · ·+X ′n, respectively. However, following the description of Kahneman and Tversky

(1979), we assume that the decision maker initially edits X = (X1, . . . , Xn) according to an individual

editing rule e. An editing rule is formally defined as a map from the set Xn to the set of probability

distributions X, i.e.,

e : Xn → X, X 7→ e(X),

where e(X) is the probability distribution on R that corresponds to how the decision maker edited the

choice alternative X.

In a second phase of the decision process, the decision maker evaluates edited choice alternatives

according to a preference relation % on X, which reflects the classical way to model decisions. We assume
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that preference relation % possesses a monotonic utility representation, i.e., there exists V : X → R

such that for X,X ′ ∈ X

X � X ′ ⇔ V (X) ≥ V (X ′)

and V (X) ≥ V (X ′) when X ≥ X ′, i.e., when X always pays off more than (equal to) X ′ then X is

(weakly) preferred to X ′. Without loss of generality, we also assume that V (0) = 0, V (x) > 0 for x > 0

and V (x) < 0 for x < 0.

The two phases induce a preference relation %e on Xn, i.e.,

X %e X′ ⇔ e(X) % e(X′)⇔ V (e(X)) ≥ V (e(X′)).

We point out that decision maker’s choices reveal her preference according to the preference relation

%e. However, %e combines her editing e as well as her preferences %. Our goal is to disentangle these

two characteristics from observed choices.

Editing can take many different forms. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) list some of the major oper-

ations in the editing phase and our editing rule e could be a combination of several of those operations

and many others. Two well-known examples of editing rules are segregation (s) and aggregation (a).

In our theoretical framework, segregation could be modelled as

X %s X′ ⇔ s(X) % s(X′),

where V (s(X)) =
∑n

i=1 V (Xi). Aggregation can be specified as follows:

a(X) =

n∑
i=1

Xi, (1)

i.e., a(X) correctly aggregates payoffs X1, . . . , Xn into their sum
∑n

i=1Xi.

2.2 Editing Cost

Editing comports an effort. To edit according to rule e, the decision maker has to perform a set of mental

operations, which require, e.g., time and a cognitive effort. Some editing rules could also necessitate

supporting tools, or force the decision maker to ask for help. For the sake of modelling, we assume that

the decision maker’s effort can be quantified by an individual cost function:

ce : Xn → R, X 7→ ce(X),

where ce(X) is the cost of editing X ∈ Xn according to editing rule e. The cost function ce could depend

on decisions’ makers cognitive skills, as well as on the availability and accessability of supporting tools,
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on the intrinsic motivation to engage in sophisticated editing rules, etc. Therefore, if a decision maker

is more sophisticated than another, then her cost to edit any choice alternative X ∈ Xn according to

any editing rule e is generally lower. Because at this stage any strong assumption on function ce would

be pure speculation, despite mathematically convenient, we do not impose any specific property on ce.

However, we assume that the cost of segregation is always zero, i.e., s(X) = 0 for all X ∈ Xn. Therefore,

ce has to be interpreted as the cost relative to segregation.

To capture the fact that decision makers’ cognitive resources are not unlimited, we assume that the

cost or effort to edit is bounded by an amount c0. Because the cost of editing is limited by c0, not all

editing rules are feasible for a decision maker, i.e., for a given alternative X ∈ Xn only editing rules with

ce(X) ≤ c0 are feasible. We assume that any adopted editing rule satisfies ce(X) = c0. Indeed, because

c0 is not known, we assume that by choosing a given rule the decision maker reveals is “cognitive”

budget c0, which could also depend on the specific choice contexts, the personal motivation to solve the

given task, the time at disposal, etc.

For a decision maker, we denote by E(X) the set of editing rules, which are feasible for X, i.e.,

E(X) = {e : ce(X) ≤ c0}.

Obviously, the feasible set of sophisticated decision makers is larger compared to less sophisticated

decision makers, because their cost of editing is generally lower. Within the set of feasible editing rules,

we assume that the decision maker edits according to a rule that delivers the highest value, i.e., the

hedonic editing hypothesis of Thaler (1985) holds. However, differently from hedonic editing, in our

model an editing rule e′ that violates the constraint c0 for X, i.e., e′ /∈ E(X), is unfeasible even if the

edited choice alternative e′(X) is better. Therefore, our model implies a constrained hedonic editing

hypothesis.

2.3 Comparison of Editing Rules

The way decision makers edit their choice alternatives is typically unknown, i.e., the individual rule e is

unknown. However, we can study if well-defined editing rules, e.g., aggregation (e′ = a) or segregation

(e′ = s), are feasible for the decision makers. Because the decision maker edits according to e and not

according to e′, then, in our modelling framework, one of the following two cases applies:

(i) hedonic editing applies, i.e., e′ is feasible for X, and maybe also requires a lower effort than e,

but the larger effort of e compared to e′ is fully compensated by the additional value gained from

e(X) compared to e′(X),

(ii) hedonic editing does not apply because e′ is unfeasible.
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Cases (i) and (ii) imply the following Lemma:

Lemma 1. Let e be the decision maker’s editing rule for X and e′ a known editing rule. If V (e′(X))−

V (e(X)) > 0, then e′ /∈ E(X).

Proof. See Appendix A.

The lemma says that if a decision maker does not edit according to a rule that delivers a higher

value (hedonic editing), this is because this rule is too intensive and thus not feasible for her. However,

because editing rules that deliver higher values for a given choice alternative make that choice alternative

more attractive, the decision maker might be willing to pay for having someone else editing according

to those rules. Therefore, in this case, we introduce the following definition:

Definition 1 (Willingness to pay for editing). Let e be the decision maker’s editing rule for X and

e′ /∈ E(X) a known, unfeasible, editing rule. The willingness to pay to let X be edited according to e′

instead of e is defined as the amount ∆e′(X) such that:

V (∆e′(X)) = V (e′(X))− V (e(X)).

An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is reported in the following proposition, which is the main

theoretical result of the paper:

Proposition 1. Let e be the decision maker’s editing rule for X. If ∆e′(X) > 0, then e′ is unfeasible,

i.e., e′ /∈ E(X). Moreover, ∆e′(X) decreases when the set of feasible editing rules E(X) increases.

Proof. See Appendix B.

The Proposition implies that the willingness to pay ∆e′(X) measures how constrained a decision

maker is. Indeed, for two decision makers with same preferences, the more sophisticated decision maker

will have a large set of feasible rules and her willingness to pay will be lower. Such a decision maker

will not be willing to pay much to let someone else editing, because her cost to edit herself is low.

To willingness to pay in Definition 1 depends on the decision maker’s editing rule e. However, because

decision makers’ editing rules are typically unknown, we report a result that allow us to compute the

difference V (e′(X))− V (e(X)):

Lemma 2. Let e be the decision maker’s editing rule and e′ a known editing rule. Suppose that X′ ∈ Xn

exists such that e(X) ∼ e′(X′). It follows that:

V (e′(X))− V (e(X)) = V (e′(X))− V (e′(X′)).

Proof. See Appendix C.
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The Lemma implies that the difference V (e′(X))−V (e(X)) can be computed referring to the known

rule e′ only. Therefore, the Lemma 2 offers a way to measure the difference V (e′(X))−V (e(X)) despite

the decision maker’s editing rule is unknown.

3 Experiment

3.1 Setup

We performed an experiment to analyse decision makers’ editing rules and their willingness to pay for

alternative (unfeasible) rules. In line with most of previous literature, the experiment focused on the

special case where choice alternatives corresponded to 2 independent draws of a given binary lottery.

In our modelling framework, this means that X from X was a binary lottery X = (l, 1 − p; g, p) with

l < 0 < g and p ∈ (0, 1), and the choice alternatives in X2 were restricted to 2 independent draws of

lottery X, i.e., X = (X,X). For this special case, we compared participants’ editing rules to segregation

and aggregation, i.e., e′ = s and e′ = a. For the sake of notational simplicity, in this and the following

sections, we will write X for (X,X) and 2X =
(
2 l, (1− p)2; l + g, 2 p (1− p); 2 g, p2

)
for the aggregated

distribution.

3.2 Subjects and Incentives

The experiment has been run at Bocconi University in Milan with 156 subjects. These were students

from different programmes (economics, management, law) at Bocconi University. Subjects were paid a

flat fee of 10 EUR. Individual responses were not played out for real because large losses were involved.

The random-lottery procedure is often used in experiments (see Holt 1986, Starmer and Sugden 1991).

However, the effect of real incentives varies across decision tasks (see Camerer and Hogarth 1999).

When losses are involved, to avoid that participants lose their own money, one could endow them with

an amount before the experiment starts and then allow for losing up to that amount in playing out for

real at least one of the choices (see Etchart-Vincent and l’Haridon 2011). However, from a theoretical

perspective, this procedure might have some problems (Thaler and Johnson 1990).

3.3 Procedure

The study was computer run in sessions with a maximum of 12 subjects. At each session there were two

interviewers. Each session was lasting, on average, 25 minutes. After the instructions were read aloud,

each subject inserted age, gender, and academic degree, and started the experiment. The experiment

had three parts, each with its own instruction and a warm-up elicitation. Because editing might depend

on the risk profile of the lottery, in our experiment we considered two types of lotteries: good (G)
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lotteries (lotteries with moderate-high probability of large gains) and bad (B) lotteries (lotteries with

very small probability of large losses). Since the experiment was quite long, some subjects only faced

G lotteries, while others only faced B lotteries.

For each subject facing G lotteries, we elicited, in three parts, loss values le, ls and la, for fixed gain

g and probability p, according to the following conditions:

Part 1: le such that 2 independent draws of Ge = (le, 1− p; g, p) ∼ 0;

Part 2: ls such that Gs = (ls, 1− p; g, p) ∼ 0;

Part 3: la such that 2Ga = (2 la, (1− p)2; la + g, 2 p (1− p); 2 g, p2) ∼ 0.

In part 1 we elicited le such that “2 independent draws of Ge” were indifferent to 0, inducing this way

subjects’ unknown editing rules. In part 2 we elicited ls such that Gs indifferent to 0, inducing this

way segregation. In part 3 we elicited la such that 2Ga were indifferent to zero, inducing this way

aggregation. We considered 9 different combinations of gain g and probability p (see Table 1, Panel A),

and thus a total of 9 loss values for each part were elicited.

Similarly, for each subject facing B lotteries, we elicited, in three parts, gain values ge, gs and ga,

for fixed loss l and probability q, according to the following conditions:

Part 1: ge such that 2 independent draws of Be = (l, q; ge, 1− q) ∼ 0;

Part 2: gs such that Bs = (l, q; gs, 1− q) ∼ 0;

Part 3: ga such that 2Ba = (2 l, q2; l + ga, 2 (1− q) q; 2 ga, (1− q)2) ∼ 0.

We considered 9 different combinations of loss l and probability q (see Table 1, Panel B), and thus a

total of 9 gain values for each part were elicited.

We elicited subjects’ indifferent values via a choice task.1 Despite the drawback of being long,

the choice task is well known as being more reliable (less inconsistencies) than the matching task (see

Attema and Brouwer 2013). Subjects had to choose between a lottery, Option A, and the sure amount 0,

Option B. They were asked to confirm their choice, once they had clicked on the preferred option. Each

choice represented an iteration of a bisection procedure (see Appendix E and F for details). Figure 1

shows an example of how choices of part 1 were displayed to subjects during the experiment.

We randomized parts 1, 2, and 3, and, within each part, we randomized the order of the 9 combina-

tions of gain/loss and probability. To avoid further complexity in the task, the order of the iterations

for each elicitation was not randomized.

1Klos (2013) replicates Redelmeier and Tversky (1992) and finds that the elicitation procedure influences people choice.

Indeed, the tendency to segregate multiple lotteries, while does persist in the binary choice task, is eliminated when subjects

face certainty and probability equivalents tasks. In our experiment subjects only faced simple decision tasks, namely, they

always had to choose between two alternatives. Hence, we believe that our experimental procedure did not affect subjects’

editing rules.
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Table 1: Experimental design. The table describes the experimental design. G lotteries (Panel A)

have gains g = 2000, 3000, 4000 with probabilities p = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6. For each subject we elicit 27

loss values in three parts, corresponding to 2 independent draws (part 1), one single draw (part 2),

and the overall distribution of 2 independent draws (part 3). B lotteries (Panel B) have losses l =

−3000,−2000,−1000 with probabilities q = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06. For each subject we elicit 27 gain values in

three parts, corresponding to 2 independent draws (part 1), one single draw (part 2), and the overall

distribution of 2 independent draws (part 3).

A: G lotteries

gain g = 2000, 3000, 4000

probability p = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

Part 1 2 independent draws of (le, 1− p; g, p) ∼ 0

Part 2 (ls, 1− p; g, p) ∼ 0

Part 3 (2 la, (1− p)2; la + g, 2 (1− p) p; 2 g, p2) ∼ 0

B: B lotteries

loss l = −3000,−2000,−1000

probability q = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06

Part 1 2 independent draws of (l, q; ge, 1− q) ∼ 0

Part 2 (l, q; gs, 1− q) ∼ 0

Part 3 (2 l, q2; l + ga, 2 (1− q) q; 2 ga, (1− q)2) ∼ 0
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Figure 1: Screenshot from the experiment. The figure shows an example of how choice tasks were

displayed to subjects. In this example, the subject faced 2 independent draws (part 1) of a G lottery

with gain g = 2000 and corresponding probability p = 0.4.

3.4 Validity

It is well known that subjects’ choices might deviate from their true preferences. To check for response

errors, 9 iterations were repeated, i.e., for three randomly selected elicitations the third last iteration was

repeated at the end of each part. We selected the third last iteration because it is close to the indifference

value, and thus response errors are more likely to occur. Moreover, subjects violating state-dominance

or exhibiting extreme risk seeking behaviour were forced to immediately terminate the experiment.

3.5 Analysis of the Willingness to Pay

Our analysis in Section 4 will be based on elicited losses and gains for G and B lotteries, respectively.

Specifically, to derive conclusions on the willingness to pay, for G lotteries we will consider the loss

difference ∆e,k = le− lk for k = s, a between the loss le elicited under the unknown editing rule e of the

subject and the loss lk for k = s, a elicited under segregation and aggregation, respectively. Similarly,

for B lotteries we will consider the gain difference ∆e,k = ge−gk for k = s, a between the gain ge elicited

under the unknown editing rule e of the subject and the gain gk for k = s, a elicited under segregation and

aggregation, respectively. Here, we show that the use of loss/gains differences to proxy the willingness

to pay can be justified from the assumption that decision makers’ preferences are well-described by

CPT. More specifically, we now assume that the preference relation % possesses a CPT representation.

For X = (x1, p1;x2, p2; . . . , xn, pn) ∈ X with x1 < x2 < · · · < xm ≤ 0 < xm+1 < · · · < xn, the CPT
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evaluation is:

V (X) =

n∑
i=1

v(xi)πi

where πi are the decision weights, defined as follows:

πi =


w−(p1)

w−(p1 + · · ·+ pi)− w−(p1 + · · ·+ pi−1) 2 ≤ i ≤ m

w+(pi + · · ·+ pn)− w+(pi+1 + · · ·+ pn) m < i < n

w+(pn)

where w+ and w− are weighting functions defined for probabilities associated with gains and losses,

respectively, v is assumed to be piecewise-linear, i.e., v(x) = x for x ≥ 0 and v(x) = λx for x < 0. The

following results apply:

Lemma 3 (G lotteries). Let Ge = (le, 1 − p; g, p), Gs = (ls, 1 − p; g, p), and Ga = (la, 1 − p; g, p) with

l + g > 0, where l = min(le, la). It follows that:

(i) Segregation. If ∆e,s = le − ls > 0, then segregation is unfeasible and the willingness to pay for

segregation satisfies

∆s(G
e) = 2λw−(1− p) ∆e,s. (2)

(ii) Aggregation. If ∆e,a = le − la > 0, then aggregation is unfeasible and the willingness to pay for

aggregation satisfies

∆a(Ge) =
[
2λw−((1− p)2) + w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

]
∆e,a. (3)

Proof. See Appendix D.

Lemma 4 (B lotteries). Let Be = (l, q; ge, 1 − q), Bs = (l, q; gs, 1 − q), and Ba = (l, q; ga, 1 − q), with

l + g < 0, where g = max(ge, ga). It follows that:

(i) Segregation. If ∆e,s = ge − gs > 0, then segregation is unfeasible and the willingness to pay for

segregation satisfies

∆s(B
e) = 2w+(1− q) ∆e,s. (4)

(ii) Aggregation. If ∆e,a = le − la > 0, then aggregation is unfeasible and the willingness to pay for

aggregation satisfies

∆a(Be) =
[
λw−(q (2− q))− λw−(q2) + 2w+((1− q)2)

]
∆e,a. (5)

Proof. Similar to Lemma 3, hence omitted.
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Lemmas 3 and 4 show that the willingness to pay for editing can be approximated using differences

in elicited losses and gains for G and B lotteries, respectively, after multiplying by a factor reflecting

subjects’ preferences. For both segregation and aggregation, the factor reflecting subjects’ preferences

ranges from 0.9 to 2 using participants’ calibrated parameters of CPT. Therefore, Lemmas 3 and 4

support our choice in Section 4 to consider differences in elicited losses and gains as proxies for the

willingness to pay.

4 Results

Our results are based on 129 subjects. Indeed, 27 subjects either violated state-dominance or exhibited

extreme risk seeking behavior and thus were forced to previously end the experiment. As discussed in

Section 3, our analysis on the strength of preferences is based on loss and gain differences for G and

B lotteries, respectively, which represent valid proxies for the willingness to pay for segregation and

aggregation.

4.1 G lotteries

63 subjects faced G lotteries. Consistency rates in the experiment are in line with those found in the

literature (see Stott 2006). Indeed, 78% of the repeated iterations in part 1, 72% in part 2, and 71% in

part 3 were consistent with the answers in the original questions.

Table 2 reports median elicited losses l̃e (2 independent draws), l̃s (one single draw), and l̃a (overall

distribution of 2 independent draws) for the 9 elicitations with G lotteries. We observe that median

losses elicited under aggregation are higher than median losses elicited under the editing rules used by

subjects. By contrast, median losses elicited under segregation are generally lower (with two exceptions

with elicitations 6 and 7, which correspond to (g, p) = (3000, 0.6) and (g, p) = (4000, 0.4), respectively)

than under the editing rules applied by subjects. However, the differences in this case are rather small.

We also see that for fixed probabilities of gains, median losses increase as a function of the gain, while

for fixed gains, median losses increase as a function of the probability of a gain. Therefore, subjects

seem to fulfil monotonicity, i.e., within each part, for a fixed probability of gain (gain), the higher

the gain (probability of a gain), the higher the loss subjects are willing to take. A detailed analysis

considers the 18 different triples of lotteries where either the probability of gains or the gain values are

fixed (e.g., the triples (g, p) where g = 2000 and p = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6) and shows that consistency rates with

respect to monotonicity ranges from a minimum of 43% to a maximum of 76%. Consistency rates with

respect to monotonicity are similar in the three parts, but slightly higher in part 3. Table 3 reports

median elicited loss differences between editing rules applied by subjects and segregation/aggregation,

for each of the 9 combinations of probabilities and gains. We observe that the willingness to pay for
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Table 2: Median losses for G lotteries. Median elicited losses l̃e (2 independent draws), l̃s (one

single draw), and l̃a (overall distribution of 2 independent draws).

probability gain editing segregation aggregation

p g l̃e l̃s l̃a

1 0.40 2000 -745 -720 -996

2 0.50 2000 -1012 -987 -1587

3 0.60 2000 -1387 -1262 -1837

4 0.40 3000 -1012 -987 -1562

5 0.50 3000 -1512 -1512 -2412

6 0.60 3000 -1562 -1812 -2512

7 0.40 4000 -1104 -1179 -1879

8 0.50 4000 -2037 -1987 -3112

9 0.60 4000 -2812 -2587 -4012

segregation and aggregation are close to zero, with the only exceptions being with aggregation when

the probability of the gain is p = 0.4. The statistical analysis confirms this observation. Specifically, we

perform one-side Wilcoxon rank tests with null hypotheses that the willingness to pay for segregation

and aggregation are zero (i.e., ∆̃e,s = 0 and ∆̃e,a = 0, respectively) against the alternatives that they

are strictly positive (i.e., ∆̃e,s > 0 and ∆̃e,a > 0, respectively). We use the Bonferroni correction for

multiple testing in order to compute p-values. For all lotteries, we cannot reject that the willingness

to pay for segregation is zero. For aggregation, we have mixed findings. Specifically, in 2 elicitations,

i.e., when the probability of gains is p = 0.4 and gain values are rather large (g = 3000, 4000), we can

reject that the willingness to pay for aggregation is zero in favor of the alternative that it is strictly

positive. When the probability associated to high gains is 40%, then the overall distribution appears

as being more attractive to our subjects compared to their own editing of 2 independent draws, and

thus their willingness to pay for aggregation increases. We must point out that in 6 out of 9 elicitations

we can reject at the 5% confidence level the hypothesis that median loss differences of segregation and

aggregation are equal; see Table 10. This implies that for our lotteries segregation and aggregation

generally differ and lead to different results in terms of elicited losses. Specifically, aggregation is

generally more attractive than segregation for our G lotteries.

In Tables 4 and 5 we separately analyse highly consistent and slightly consistent subjects, respec-

tively. Specifically, we use consistency rates as proxies for subjects’ levels of sophistication and define

highly consistent subjects as those with consistency rates of 80% or more, i.e., at least 80% of repeated

iterations were consistent with previous answers. By contrast, for slightly consistent subjects, consis-

tency rates were striclty lower than 80%. According to this classification, for G lotteries 21 subjects
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Table 3: Median loss differences for G lotteries. Median elicited loss differences ∆̃e,s (2 indepen-

dent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws versus aggregation) for G lotteries. In

brackets we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test to test the null hypotheses

that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a, against the alternatives that ∆̃e,s > 0 and ∆̃e,a > 0 for segregation and ag-

gregation, respectively. p-values are adjusted for multiple-testing according to the Bonferroni correction

method.

probability loss segregation aggregation

p g ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.40 2000 0 26

(1.000) (0.072)

2 0.50 2000 0 0

(1.000) (0.104)

3 0.60 2000 0 0

(0.505) (0.071)

4 0.40 3000 0 375

(1.000) (0.000)***

5 0.50 3000 0 0

(1.000) (0.382)

6 0.60 3000 75 25

(0.141) (0.100)

7 0.40 4000 -25 225

(1.000) (0.001)**

8 0.50 4000 0 0

(1.000) (0.277)

9 0.60 4000 0 50

(1.000) (0.245)
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were highly consistent and 42 subjects were slightly consistent. Interestingly, we see that for highly

consistent subjects, the willingness to pay for aggregation is generally lower than for slightly consistent

subjects, and only in one case out of nine the hypothesis that it corresponded to zero can be rejected at

the 5% level. By contrast, for slightly consistent subjects, the hypothesis of zero willingness to pay for

aggregation can be rejected in three cases. To exclude the possibility that loss differences for slightly

consistent subjects depend on preferences, for each subject we calibrated CPT parameters on the 9

elicitations corresponding to segregation. We then computed the factors multiplying ∆e,s and ∆e,a in

Lemma 3(i) and (ii), respectively, and tested the null hypothesis that these are equal between highly

consistent subjects and slightly consistent subjects, against the alternative that they are lower among

slightly consistent subjects. We tested this hypothesis for each of the nice combinations for G lotteries

and could never reject it at the 10% level. Therefore, we conclude that the difference between highly

consistent and slightly consistent subjects is not due to differences in preferences, but can be explained

referring to a difference in feasible sets, as predicted by Proposition 1.

4.2 B lotteries

66 subjects faced B lotteries. Consistency rates are similar to those observed for G lotteries: 76%, 78%,

and 78% of the repeated iterations in parts 1, 2, and 3, respectively, were consistent with the answers

in the original questions.

Table 6 shows median elicited gains g̃e, g̃s and g̃a for the 9 elicitations. We observe that the median

elicited gains under both aggregation and segregation are smaller than under the editing rules applied by

subjects (except for elicitation 2, i.e., (l, q) = (−1000, 0.04), in case of segregation). We also see that for

fixed probabilities of loss, median gains increase as the loss increases, while for fixed loss values, median

gains increase as the probability of the loss increases. Hence, subjects seem to also fulfil monotonicity

in B lotteries. A detailed analysis shows that within each triple of lotteries where either the probability

of losses or the loss values are fixed, the consistency rates with respect to monotonicity ranges from

23% to 74%. Consistency rates with respect to monotonicity are similar in the three parts, but again

slightly higher in part 3.

Table 7 reports the median elicited gain differences ∆̃e,k for k = s, a between the editing rules used by

subjects and segregation/aggregation, for each of the 9 elicitations. We observe that the willingness to

pay for segregation does not differ much from zero, while the willingness to pay for aggregation is strictly

positive in each of the 9 elicitations. A statistical analysis confirms this observation. Specifically, we

performed one-side Wilcoxon rank tests with null hypotheses that the willingness to pay for segregation

and aggregation is zero (i.e., ∆̃e,s = 0 and ∆̃e,a = 0, respectively) against the alternatives that they

are strictly positive (i.e., ∆̃e,s > 0 and ∆̃e,s > 0, respectively). We use the Bonferroni correction for

multiple testing in order to compute p-values. For all lotteries, we cannot reject that the willingness to
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Table 4: Median loss differences for G lotteries and highly consistent subjects. Median

elicited loss differences ∆̃e,s (2 independent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws

versus aggregation) for G lotteries and highly consistent subjects. In brackets we report test results. We

applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test to test the null hypotheses that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a, against

the alternatives that ∆̃e,s > 0 and ∆̃e,a > 0 for segregation and aggregation, respectively. p-values are

adjusted for multiple-testing according to the Bonferroni correction method.

probability loss segregation aggregation

p g ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.40 2000 0 26

(1.000) (0.083)

2 0.50 2000 0 0

(1.000) (0.621)

3 0.60 2000 0 0

(1.000) (0.884)

4 0.40 3000 0 250

(1.000) (0.039)*

5 0.50 3000 0 0

(0.915) (1.000)

6 0.60 3000 100 -25

(0.134) (1.000)

7 0.40 4000 0 250

(1.000) (0.063)

8 0.50 4000 0 0

(0.973) (0.650)

9 0.60 4000 0 0

(1.000) (1.000)
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Table 5: Median loss differences for G lotteries and slightly consistent subjects. Median

elicited loss differences ∆̃e,s (2 independent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws

versus aggregation) for G lotteries and slightly consistent subjects. In brackets we report test results.

We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test to test the null hypotheses that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a,

against the alternatives that ∆̃e,s > 0 and ∆̃e,a > 0 for segregation and aggregation, respectively.

p-values are adjusted for multiple-testing according to the Bonferroni correction method.

probability loss segregation aggregation

p g ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.40 2000 0 26

(1.000) (0.432)

2 0.50 2000 -13 25

(1.000) (0.147)

3 0.60 2000 50 100

(0.546) (0.092)

4 0.40 3000 -63 375

(1.000) (0.002)**

5 0.50 3000 -13 13

(1.000) (0.462)

6 0.60 3000 37 250

(0.510) (0.017)*

7 0.40 4000 -162 213

(1.000) (0.007)**

8 0.50 4000 -125 13

(1.000) (0.353)

9 0.60 4000 -100 188

(1.000) (0.175)
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Table 6: Median gains for B lotteries. Median elicited gains g̃e (2 independent draws), g̃s (one

single draw), and g̃a (overall distribution of 2 independent draws).

probability loss editing segregation aggregation

q l g̃e g̃s g̃a

1 0.02 -1000 408 283 283

2 0.04 -1000 405 418 279

3 0.06 -1000 440 402 352

4 0.02 -2000 504 442 454

5 0.04 -2000 696 509 559

6 0.06 -2000 691 529 653

7 0.02 -3000 699 599 474

8 0.04 -3000 813 688 638

9 0.06 -3000 1029 854 854

pay for segregation was zero. By contrast, for aggregation in all but one elicitation (i.e., q = 0.06 and

l = −2000) we can reject the hypothesis that the willingness to pay for aggregation was zero in favor

of the alternative that it was strictly positive. Interpreting this result with Proposition 1, we conclude

that for B lotteries segregation is generally feasible, while aggregation is generally unfeasible.

In Tables 8 and 9 we separately analyse highly consistent and slightly consistent subjects, respec-

tively. Specifically, we use consistency rates as proxies for subjects’ levels of sophistication and define

highly consistent subjects as those with consistency rates of 80% or more, i.e., at least 80% of repeated

iterations were consistent with previous answers. By contrast, for slightly consistent subjects, consis-

tency rates were striclty lower than 80%. According to this classification, for B lotteries 32 subjects were

highly consistent and 34 subjects were slighlty consistent. Interestingly, we see that for highly consis-

tent subjects, the willingness to pay for aggregation was lower than for slightly consistent subjects and,

for all elicitations with B lotteries, we cannot reject the hypothesis that it corresponded to zero. By

contrast, for slightly consistent subjects, the hypothesis of zero willingness to pay for aggregation can

be rejected in all cases at the 1% confidence level. To exclude the possibility that gain differences for

slightly consistent subjects depended on preferences, i.e., were scaled in Lemma 3 by lower preference

factors (leading to lower willingnesses to pay), for each subject we calibrated CPT parameters on the 9

elicitations corresponding to segregation. We then computed the factors multiplying ∆e,s and ∆e,a in

Lemma 4(i) and (ii), respectively, and tested the null hypothesis that these were equal between highly

consistent subjects and slightly consistent subjects, against the alternative that they were lower among

slightly consistent subjects. We tested this hypothesis for each of the 9 elicitations for B lotteries and it

cannot be reject at the 10% level for all elicitations. Therefore, we conclude that the difference between
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Table 7: Median gain differences for B lotteries. Median elicited gain differences ∆̃e,s (2 inde-

pendent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws versus aggregation) for B lotteries.

In bracket we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test with the null hypotheses

that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a, against the alternative that ∆̃e,k > 0, for k = s, a. p-values are adjusted for

multiple-testing according to the Bonferroni correction method.

probability loss segregation aggregation

q l ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.02 -1000 12 38

(1.000) (0.007)**

2 0.04 -1000 0 14

(0.987) (0.002)**

3 0.06 -1000 0 25

(1.000) (0.030)*

4 0.02 -2000 0 25

(1.000) (0.005)**

5 0.04 -2000 0 75

(1.000) (0.017)*

6 0.06 -2000 0 38

(1.000) (0.132)

7 0.02 -3000 0 100

(1.000) (0.026)*

8 0.04 -3000 0 100

(1.000) (0.005)**

9 0.06 -3000 12 112

(1.000) (0.026)*
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highly consistent and slightly consistent subjects is not due to differences in preferences, but can be

explained referring to differences in feasible sets, as predicted by Proposition 1.

Table 8: Median gain differences for B lotteries and highly consistent subjects. Median

elicited gain differences ∆̃e,s (2 independent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws

versus aggregation) for B lotteries and highly consistent subjects. In bracket we report test results. We

applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test with the null hypotheses that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a, against

the alternative that ∆̃e,k > 0, for k = s, a. p-values are adjusted for multiple-testing according to the

Bonferroni correction method. Rejections at 5% confidence level indicated by *, at 1% confidence level

indicated by **, and at 0.1% confidence level indicated by ***.

probability loss segregation aggregation

q l ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.02 -1000 0 0

(1.000) (1.000)

2 0.04 -1000 0 1

(1.000) (0.968)

3 0.06 -1000 0 -25

(1.000) (1.000)

4 0.02 -2000 0 0

(0.864) (1.000)

5 0.04 -2000 0 0

(1.000) (1.000)

6 0.06 -2000 0 -12

(1.000) (1.000)

7 0.02 -3000 0 -25

(0.885) (1.000)

8 0.04 -3000 0 0

(1.000) (1.000)

9 0.06 -3000 0 0

(1.000) (1.000)

4.3 Loss/Gain Differences and Acceptance Rates

Most of the previous results in the literature on editing of repeated lotteries refer to acceptance rates.

Acceptance rates do not describe the strength of preferences. Indeed, decision makers could strongly

prefer a choice alternative when edited according to a given editing rule compared to another editing

rule, but nevertheless accept to play the choice alternative under both editing rules. Specifically, when
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Table 9: Median gain differences for B lotteries and slightly consistency subjects. Median

elicited gain differences ∆̃e,s (2 independent draws versus segregation), and ∆̃e,a (2 independent draws

versus aggregation) for B lotteries and slightly consistency subjects. In bracket we report test results.

We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test with the null hypotheses that ∆̃e,k = 0, for k = s, a, against

the alternative that ∆̃e,k > 0, for k = s, a. p-values are adjusted for multiple-testing according to the

Bonferroni correction method. Rejections at 5% confidence level indicated by *, at 1% confidence level

indicated by **, and at 0.1% confidence level indicated by ***.

probability loss segregation aggregation

q l ∆̃e,s ∆̃e,a

1 0.02 -1000 50 188

(1.000) (0.000)***

2 0.04 -1000 0 176

(1.000) (0.000)***

3 0.06 -1000 0 213

(1.000) (0.001)***

4 0.02 -2000 50 288

(1.000) (0.000)***

5 0.04 -2000 38 363

(1.000) (0.000)***

6 0.06 -2000 63 338

(1.000) (0.012)**

7 0.02 -3000 38 438

(1.000) (0.001)***

8 0.04 -3000 0 300

(1.000) (0.001)***

9 0.06 -3000 188 400

(1.000) (0.000)***
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a choice alternative is generally unattractive under any editing rule, acceptance rates do not provide

any evidence to compare different editing rules. By contrast, gain and loss differences allow to measure

the strength of preferences and directly relate to the willingness to pay, as discussed in Section 3.

To obtain further insights on how the two approaches (loss/gain differences and acceptance rates)

differ when comparing editing rules, we analyse the observed differences in our experiment between

segregation and aggregation. To compute acceptance rates for G and B lotteries, we consider elicited

losses and gains, respectively. For segregation, we assume that lottery Ge = (le, 1 − p; g, p) (Be =

(l, q; ge, 1 − q)) is accepted if and only if le > ls (ge > gs). Similarly, for aggregation, we assume that

lottery 2Ga = (2 le, (1 − p)2; le + g, 2 p (1 − p); 2 g, p2) (2Ba = (2 l, q2; l + ge, 2 (1 − q) q; 2 ge, (1 − q)2))

is accepted if and only if le > la (ge > ga). These assumptions directly follow from the definition of

ls (gs) and la (ga), which implies indifference to zero under the corresponding editing rules, and the

monotonicity of preferences. We compute acceptance rates λs and λa according to the proportion of

subjects that accept Ge (Be) under segregation and aggregation, respectively.

Tables 10 and 13 report the results on our comparison between segregation and aggregation for

G and B lotteries, respectively. We observe that our methodology based on loss and gain differences

generally leads to results that are consistent with the use of acceptance rates. However, we also observe

that our methodology could lead to different conclusions than the use of acceptance rates. For example,

for the G lottery with (g, p) = (2000, 0.4), the test based on loss differences does not allow to reject the

hypothesis of equality between segregation and aggregation, while acceptance rates lead to the opposite

result. Acceptances in this case are mainly driven by small differences ∆e,s and ∆e,a. By contrast,

for the G lottery with (g, p) = (4000, 0.6), the test based on loss differences does allow to reject the

hypothesis of equality between segregation and aggregation, while acceptance rates lead to the opposite

result. Acceptances in this case are mainly driven by large differences ∆s,a. Similar conclusions apply

to B lotteries. Therefore, we observe that in general our methodology based on loss and gain differences

mainly differs from acceptance rates by the fact that it also consider the strength of preferences when

comparing different editing rules.

Finally, Tables 11, 12, 14, 15 separately report the result for highly and slightly consistent subjects.

We observe that similarly to our discussion in Subsections 4.2 and 4.1, there are significant differences

between highly and slightly consistent subjects, which we also identify with acceptance rates. Therefore,

the result that accounting for subjects’ level of sophistication is important in the analysis of editing

rules is robust with respect to the methodology applied.
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Table 10: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for G lotteries. Median elicited

loss differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and acceptance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets

we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test to test the null hypothesis that

∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied the Z-test to test the null hypothesis that

λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss loss differences acceptance rates

p g ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.40 2000 76 43 60

(0.072) (0.025)*

2 0.50 2000 25 32 46

(0.013)* (0.050)*

3 0.60 2000 25 49 49

(0.599) (0.500)

4 0.40 3000 375 40 67

(0.000)*** (0.001)***

5 0.50 3000 50 37 46

(0.013)* (0.139)

6 0.60 3000 75 59 54

(0.248) (0.705)

7 0.40 4000 325 35 59

(0.000)*** (0.004)**

8 0.50 4000 25 29 48

(0.013)* (0.014)*

9 0.60 4000 25 37 51

(0.0166)* (0.053)
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Table 11: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for G lotteries and highly

consistent subjects. Median elicited loss differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and accep-

tance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank

test to test the null hypothesis that ∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied the

Z-test to test the null hypothesis that λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss loss differences acceptance rates

p g ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.40 2000 26 33 67

(0.153) (0.015)*

2 0.50 2000 0 24 38

(0.272) (0.158)

3 0.60 2000 0 24 38

(1.000) (0.374)

4 0.40 3000 400 43 67

(0.017)* (0.061)

5 0.50 3000 0 29 38

(0.366) (0.256)

6 0.60 3000 25 71 38

(1.000) (0.985)

7 0.40 4000 200 43 57

(0.016)* (0.177)

8 0.50 4000 0 33 43

(1.000) (0.263)

9 0.60 4000 0 38 38

(1.000) (0.500)
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Table 12: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for G lotteries and slightly

consistent subjects. Median elicited loss differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and accep-

tance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank

test to test the null hypothesis that ∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied the

Z-test to test the null hypothesis that λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss loss differences acceptance rates

p g ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.40 2000 76 48 57

(0.383) (0.191)

2 0.50 2000 88 36 50

(0.040)* (0.093)

3 0.60 2000 88 57 55

(0.381) (0.587)

4 0.40 3000 363 38 67

(0.000)*** (0.004)**

5 0.50 3000 113 40 50

(0.024)* (0.190)

6 0.60 3000 213 52 62

(0.041)* (0.189)

7 0.40 4000 363 31 60

(0.004)** (0.004)**

8 0.50 4000 300 26 50

(0.008)** (0.012)*

9 0.60 4000 375 36 57

(0.070) (0.024)*
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Table 13: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for B lotteries. Median elicited

gain differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and acceptance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets

we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon rank test to test the null hypotheses that

∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied the Z-test to test the null hypotheses that

λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss gain differences acceptance rates

q l ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.02 -1000 0 50 55

(0.396) (0.301)

2 0.04 -1000 38.5 38 70

(0.001)*** (0.000)***

3 0.06 -1000 12.5 42 52

(0.107) (0.148)

4 0.02 -2000 50 39 55

(0.022)** (0.041)*

5 0.04 -2000 37.5 45 61

(0.063) (0.041)*

6 0.06 -2000 1 48 62

(0.723) (0.058)

7 0.02 -3000 62.5 44 58

(0.003)* (0.059)

8 0.04 -3000 62.5 39 59

(0.037)* (0.012)*

9 0.06 -3000 50 50 62

(0.176) (0.080)
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Table 14: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for B lotteries and for highly

consistent subjects. Median elicited gain differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and ac-

ceptance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon

rank test to test the null hypotheses that ∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied

the Z-test to test the null hypotheses that λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss gain differences acceptance rates

q l ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.02 -1000 -25 41 25

(1.000) (0.908)

2 0.04 -1000 1 28 62

(0.445) (0.003)**

3 0.06 -1000 -25 41 31

(1.000) (0.783)

4 0.02 -2000 0 22 34

(1.000) (0.133)

5 0.04 -2000 0 38 41

(1.000) (0.399)

6 0.06 -2000 1 44 50

(1.000) (0.308)

7 0.02 -3000 0 31 31

(1.000) (0.500)

8 0.04 -3000 0 34 44

(1.000)* (0.221)

9 0.06 -3000 -75 34 41

(1.000) (0.303)
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Table 15: Comparison of loss differences and acceptance rates for B lotteries and for slightly

consistent subjects. Median elicited gain differences ∆̃s,a (segregation versus aggregation) and ac-

ceptance rates λ̂k for k = s, a. In brackets we report test results. We applied the one-side Wilcoxon

rank test to test the null hypotheses that ∆̃s,a = 0 against the alternatives that ∆̃s,a > 0. We applied

the Z-test to test the null hypotheses that λ̂s = λ̂a against the alternative that λ̂s < λ̂a.

probability loss gain differences acceptance rates

q l ∆̃s,a λ̂s (%) λ̂a (%)

1 0.02 -1000 75 59 82

(0.032)* (0.017)*

2 0.04 -1000 264 47 76

(0.000)*** (0.006)**

3 0.06 -1000 125 44 71

(0.003)** (0.014)*

4 0.02 -2000 250 56 74

(0.002)** (0.064)

5 0.04 -2000 263 53 79

(0.003)** (0.011)*

6 0.06 -2000 51 53 74

(0.205) (0.039)*

7 0.02 -3000 250 56 82

(0.000)*** (0.009)**

8 0.04 -3000 300 44 74

(0.013)* (0.007)**

9 0.06 -3000 300 65 82

(0.000)*** (0.050)*
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new theoretical approach to the study of editing rules. Our model combines

hedonic editing with the assumption that some editing rules are too demanding and thus unfeasible

for some decision makers. To capture how constrained decision makers are, we introduce the notion

of willingness to pay for editing and show that it is strictly positive for unfeasible rules and decreases

when the set of feasible rules increases.

We run an experiment to analyse the willingness to pay in the context of repeated choices. We

compare segregation and aggregation and find that the willingness to pay for segregation is zero, while

it is strictly positive for aggregation. Moreover, the willingness to pay for editing is generally larger

for slightly sophisticated decision makers compared to highly sophisticated decision makers. Finally,

the willingness to pay for editing depends on the distribution of the underlying choice alternatives.

The main result is that aggregation is generally unfeasible and, in contrast to hedonic editing, decision

makers adopt rules that yield a lower value.

Our result points to the importance of assessing decision makers’ level of sophistication in the study

of editing. Moreover, our theoretical framework also allows to study whether the effort to edit is

affected by incentives, experience, or the time at disposal to solve the proposed tasks. Finally, from a

methodological point of view, the willingness to pay for editing differs from acceptance rates because it

also accounts for the strength of preferences, i.e., also differentiates among decision makers that accept

a given choice alternative.
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Appendix

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Suppose that V (e′(X)) − V (e(X)) > 0 and e′ ∈ E(X). Then e′ is feasible and e′(X) leads to a

higher value compared to e(X). This contracts hedonic editing among feasible editing rules. Therefore,

e′ /∈ E(X).

B. Proof of Proposition 1

Because V (x) > 0 if x > 0, then if ∆e′(X) > 0 we have V (∆e′(X)) = V (e′(X)) − V (e(X)) > 0.

According to Lemma 1, it follows that e′ /∈ E(X). Moreover, according to hedonic editing, V (e(X))

increases if E(X) increases. Therefore, V (e′(X)) − V (e(X)) decreases when E(X) increases. Finally,

because V is monotonic, ∆e′(X) also decreases when E(X) increases.

C. Proof of Lemma 2

We have:

V (e′(X))− V (e(X)) = V (e′(X))− V (e′(X′)) + V (e′(X′))− V (e(X)).

Because e(X) ∼ e′(X′) then V (e(X)) = V (e′(X′)) and V (e′(X′)− V (e(X)) = 0. It follows that:

V (e′(X))− V (e(X)) = V (e′(X))− V (e′(X′)).

D. Proof of Lemma 3

(i) According to Lemma 2, V (s(Ge))− V (e(Ge)) = V (s(Ge))− V (s(Gs)), and thus it follows that:

V (s(Ge))− V (e(Ge)) = V (s(Ge))− V (s(Gs))

= 2V (Ge)− 2V (Gs)

= 2
(
w−(1− p) v(le) + w+(p) v(g)

)
− 2

(
w−(1− p) v(ls) + w+(p) v(g)

)
= 2w−(1− p) (v(le)− v(ls))

= 2λw−(1− p) (le − ls)

= 2λw−(1− p) ∆e,s.

It follows that V (s(Ge)) − V (e(Ge)) > 0 if and only if ∆e,s > 0. I.e., when ∆e,s > 0, then

s /∈ E(Ge) and

∆s(G
e) = 2w−(1− p)λ∆e,s.
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(ii) According to Lemma 2, V (a(Ge))− V (e(Ge)) = V (a(Ge))− V (a(Ga)), and thus it follows that:

V (a(Ge))− V (e(Ge))

= V (a(Ge))− V (a(Ga))

= V (2Ge)− V (2Ga)

l+g>0
=

[
w−((1− p)2) v(2 le) +

(
w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

)
v(le + g) + w+(p2) v(2 g)

]
−
[
w−((1− p)2) v(2 la) +

(
w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

)
v(la + g) + w+(p2) v(2 g)

]
= w−((1− p)2) (v(2 le)− v(2 la)) +

(
w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

)
(v(le + g)− v(la + g))

= 2λw−((1− p)2) (le − la) +
[
w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

]
(le − la)

=
[
2λw−((1− p)2) + w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

]
(le − la)

=
[
2λw−((1− p)2) + w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

]
∆e,a.

It follows that V (a(Ge)) − V (e(Ge)) > 0 if and only if ∆e,a > 0. I.e., when ∆e,a > 0, then

a /∈ E(Ge) and

∆a(Ge) =
[
2λw−((1− p)2) + w+(p (2− p))− w+(p2)

]
∆e,a.

E. Bisection Procedure for Eliciting the Indifference Value for G lotteries

We used the bisection procedure to elicit the 9 losses that made each of the 9 combinations of gain g

and probability p indifferent to zero.

Part 1. We have to elicit the loss le such that 2 independent draws of Ge = (le, 1 − p; g, p) were

indifferent to 0. In order to do so, we used a bisection procedure. Subjects had to choose between

options A = Ge and option B = 0. The initial value of le, call it x, was such that A and B were equal

in expected value terms. Then two different steps could realize:

(i) If A was initially chosen we decreased x by adding -800 until B was chosen. We then halved the

step size and increased x by adding 400. If A [B] was subsequently chosen we once again halved

the step size and decreased [increased] x by adding -200 [200], etc.

(ii) If B was initially chosen we increased x by adding 800 Euro until A was chosen. We then halved

the step size and decreased x by adding -400. If A [B] was subsequently chosen we once again

halved the step size and decreased [increased] x by adding -200 [200], etc.

The elicitation ended when the interval was of 25: the recorded indifferent point was the midpoint

within this interval. If the subject kept choosing A at the beginning: after adding 5 times -800 (

clicking consecutively 6 times on A), the computer stopped and the experiment ended for that subject.
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If the subject kept choosing B at the beginning: when x became strictly positive, and the subject again

chose B, then the computer stopped and the experiment ended.

Part 2. For the elicitation of the loss ls such that Gs = (ls, 1 − p; g, p) was indifferent to 0, the

procedure was the same as for the elicitation of le.

Part 3. We had to elicit the loss la such that 2Ga = (2 la, (1 − p)2; la + g, 2 p (1 − p); 2 g, p2) was

indifferent to zero. The initial value of la, was such that A and B were equal in expected value terms,

as before. The only difference here is that la appeared in two out of three possible outcomes. Moreover,

given that we dealt with 2 l2,a, the elicitation ended when the interval was of 50: the recorded indifferent

point was the midpoint within this interval.

F. Bisection Procedure for Eliciting the Indifference Value for B lotteries

The approach was similar to the one used for G lotteries.

Part 1. We have to elicit the gain ge such that 2 independent draws of Be = (l, q; ge, 1 − q) were

indifferent to 0. In order to do so, we used a bisection procedure. Subjects had to choose between

options A = Be and option B = 0. The initial value of ge, call it x, was such that A and B were equal

in expected value terms. Then two things could happen:

(i) If A was initially chosen we decreased x by adding -800 until B was chosen. We then halved the

step size and increased x by adding 400. If A [B] was subsequently chosen we once again halved

the step size and decreased [increase] x by adding -200 [200], etc.

(ii) If B was initially chosen we increased x by adding 800 Euro until A was chosen. We then halved

the step size and decreased x by adding -400. If A [B] was subsequently chosen we once again

halved the step size and decrease [increase] x by adding -200 [200], etc.

The elicitation ended when the interval was of 25: the recorded indifferent point was the midpoint

within this interval. If the subject kept choosing A at the beginning: when x became strictly negative,

and the subject again chose A, then the computer stopped and the experiment ended. If the subject

kept choosing B at the beginning: after adding 10 times 800 (clicking consecutively 11 times on B), the

computer stopped and the experiment ended for that subject.

Part 2. For the elicitation of the gain gs such that Bs = (l, q; gs, 1 − q) was indifferent to 0, the

procedure was the same as for the elicitation of ge .

Part 3. We had to elicit the gain ga such that 2Ba = (2 l, q2; l + ga, 2 (1 − q) q; 2 ga, (1 − q)2) was

indifferent to 0. The initial value of ga, was such that A and B = 0 were equal in expected value terms,

as before. The only difference here is that ga appeared in two out of three events. Moreover, given that

we dealt with 2 g2,a, the elicitation ended when the interval was of 50: the recorded indifferent point

was the midpoint within this interval.
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